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EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM

On 13 December 1990, the Commission presented to the council Its proposal
for a Councl I Directive on rental right, lending right, and on certain
rights related to copyright.
The Economic and Social Committee delivered Its opinion on the proposal on
3 July 1991.
The European Pari lament, consulted under the cooperation procedure,
discussed the proposal In detail In Its Committees and on 11 February 1992
debated the report drawn up on behalf of the Committee on Legal Affairs and
Citizens' rights by Mr. Anastassopoulos, voting In support of the proposed
Dl~i~tlve

as amended by Parliament on 12 February 1992.

The amended proposal for a Directive presented by the European Commission Is
Intended to take Into account the Opinion of the European Pari lament.
The amended proposal contains six major modifications to the original
proposal.
(a)

In the definitions of rental and lending, It Is expl lcltly clarified
that rental and lending for the purpose of pub I lc performance Is not
covered. Accordingly, In particular the rental of fl Jm copies to
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cinemas for the purpose of performance, to broadcasting organisations
for the purpose of broadcasting, as wei 1 as the rental of sheet music
for the purpose of performance, remains excluded from the scope of the
Directive.
(b)

In the context of the determination of the rlghtholders, It Is stated
that at least the principal director of a cinematographic work shal I be
Its author. Whl le this already corresponds to the legal situation In
most Member States, It seems useful to take up the proposal of the
European Pari lament and to safeguard the legal protection for this
Important group of creative persons In alI Member States. This does not
prejudice any possible harmonisation of authorship of fl lms but Is
rather a minimum provision which leaves It to Member States to
determine In detal I, which other contributors to a fl lm should be
considered to be Its co-authors under national law.

(c)

On the basis of the proposal of the European Pari lament and with
respect, In particular, to the concerns of the film Industry and to
considerations of practlcabl I lty, the amended proposal provides for a
rebuttable presumption of rights In favour of fl lm producers, according
to which performing artists are presumed to have assigned their
exclusive rental right, lending right, reproduction right and
distribution right to fl lm producers In the contract concerning fl lm
production. This wl I I considerably facl I I tate In practice the
exploitation of fl lms by fl lm producers. This potential loss of rights
for performing artists Is compensated to a certain extent, as the
presumption of assignment Is rebuttable and subject to the right of
economic participation In the revenues from exploitation under Article
3 of the proposed Directive.

(d)

Following the Opinion of the European Pari lament, the Commission In the
new Article 4 bls proposes both a consol ldatlon and, In part, a larger
scope of protection, as no changes, cuts or additions may be made to a
work by the person making aval lable for rental, the renter, the lender
or the borrower without specific authorization of the author. This
amendment concerns some aspects of moral rights which Member States In
general recognize as such. This partial harmonisation
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of authors' moral rights In the field of rental and lending ls·not
Intended to prejudice a possible future harmonisation of moral rights
In the community; It rather constitutes a minimum rule which does not
Interfere with general national provisions on moral rights. Member
states may go beyond this rule also In respect of rental and lending.
(e)

As a supplement to chapter I I of the proposed Directive which Is mainly
dedicated to the fight against piracy, the new Article 6 bls follows
the proposal made by the European Pari lament and provides an exclusive
right of broadcasting and c6mmunlcatlon to the publ lc for performing
artists and broadcasting organisations, as wei I as a right to
femuneratlon for performing artists and phonogram producers If a
phonogram publ lshed for commercial purposes Is used for broadcasting or
communication to the publ lc. In the proposed formulation, these rights
largely correspond to the provisions of the Rome Convention for the
protection of performers, producers of phonograms and broadcasting
organisations of 1961, but go to some extent beyond the protection
provided In this Convention due to the widespread practice of piracy.
Here, too, the proposed protection Is already Implemented In most
Member States, with some differences In detal 1. It therefore seems
useful, also In view of the problems caused by piracy, to extend
harmonisation for neighbouring right holders to the right of
broadcasting and communication to the publ lc. This protection also
constitutes a common minimum level which Member States may exceed In
their national law, as Is already often the case. Article 6 bls
paragraph 4 ensures that no divergent legislation Is endcted at
Community level, by stating that the speclflcal ly relev~nt provisions
of the proposed Directive on satel I lte broadcasting and retransmission
by ca~le, which Is at present under consideration, wl 11 not be
prejudiced.
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(f)

tn order to achieve harmonisation as early as possible, the Commission
In Its original proposal had provided for an Immediate appl lcatlon of
the Directive to at I protected works and subject matter. Later on,
certain groups of users and producers In particular have asked for an
expl lclt transitional period, In order to take better account of
acquired rights and obi lgatlons. As suggested by the European
Pari lament, the Commission meets this request In Its amended proposal
In Article 11 paragraph 2. In particular, under this provision the
Directive wl I I In principle apply as of Its entry Into force, but wl I I
not affect exlstlnQ cqntractual rights and obi lgatlons for a period of
three year~ from !t~ ~ntry Into force. Contracting parties are thus
given the p0 ss!PI! !ty of adapting their contracts to the provisions of
the Directive within a transitional period of three years.

Only two of the amendments proposed by the Pari lament were not adopted by
the Commission In Its amended proposal.
The addition to recital n· 15 which was suggested by the Part lament was
connected with a previously proposed amendment concerning a remuneration for
private copying, w~lch already had been rejected by the Committee on Legal
Affairs and Citizens' rights and was not tabled any more In the Part lament.
With the deletion of this previously proposed amendment, the suggested
addition to recital n· 15 has lost Its function, too, and cannot be adopted
by the Commission for reasons of the coherence of the text as a whole.
The proposed amendment n· 36 concerning Article 11 paragraph 1 has not been
accepted, as It does not add anything to the original proposal of the
Commission and appears to be rather less precise. Instead, the amended
proposal contains a different addition of a clarifying character to this
provision.
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Commentary on the title and the recitals
With respect to the additional or modified provisions of the Directive, the
Commission has Included additional recitals or additions to existing
recitals In Its .proposal.

Title
In accordance with the Opinion of the European Pari lament, the words "In the
field of Intellectual property" have been added to the title of the
proposal. This constitutes a useful clarification, as It expl lcltly states
that the
the 1 Ike,

nlr~ctlve
w~lch

·does not cover the rental or lending of housing, cars or

Is Irrelevant under copyright. However, for this purpose,

the addition has to be placed at the end of the title. The second amendment
· In the title, which Is not relevant In alI language versions, serves the
purpose of claTiflcatlon. The normally used expression "neighbouring rights"
becomes clearer In the formulation "rights related to copyright". This
formulation shows that these rights are related to copyright rather than to
rental or lending.

Recital n· 3
The additional reference to Article 3f EEC-Treaty serves the purpose of
clarification and does not change the purpose of the Directive.

Recital n· 5
In view of the new Article 6 bls, a reference to the right of broadcasting
and to the right of communication to the pub! lc has been added to this
recital.
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Recital n· 7
The proposed amendment specifies that an adequate legal protection Is
necessary for "the first rlghtholders concerned". This means In the context
of the original text of recital n· 7 that creative and artistic personsauthors and performing artists- as wei I as organisational and economic
contributors- producers of phonograms and f! lms, broadcasters- are
entitled to legal protection where their works and efforts are concerned by
the exploitation.
Recital n' 10
The Commission has accepted the clarifying proposed amendment to recital n·
10, since It duly stresses once again the consideration expressed In recital
n· a. Acgpr~lnQ to this consideration, the activities which the provision of
the Directive Intends to facl I I tate, ·are "to a large extent" self-employed
activities or services. Thereby It Is clarified at the same time that the
Directive does not deal mainly with the rights and Interests of employees as
such In relation to their employers. Where rlghtholders are at the same time
employees, their relationship to their employers are covered by this
directive only as a consequence of Its structure.
Recital n· 15
In view of the new Article 6 bls, a reference to the right of broadcasting
and to the right of communication to the pub! lc has been added to this
recital.
Recital n· 15a
This additional recital Is also a consequence of the Introduction of the new
Article 6 bls, as It states that the rights Included therein are minimum
rights.
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Recital n· 15b
As was already evident from the original proposal for a Directive by the
Commission and Its explanatory memorandum, the Commission holds the view
that It would not be useful to define In this Directive which only deals
with certain aspects of copyright, the groups of rlghtholders It covers.
This view Is now expl lcltly confirmed In the new recital n' 15b, based on
the proposal of the European Pari lament. Since the Directive Itself
Intentionally does not contain a definition, the groups of rlghtholders
therefore have to be

~learly

defined In the national law of the Member

States. This Is mostly already the case.
Recital n· 16a
The Commission accepts the consideration which Is underlying the proposal of
the Pari lament for the additional recital n· 16a. According to this
consideration, Member States should review, after the Implementation of this
Directive, In certain

~ases

their relations to such third countries where

the Directive may create a new situation, with a view to the posslb1e
conclusion of agreements on mutual legal protection. The formulation has
been modified In the amended proposal for the sake of clarity.
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Commentary on the Articles

Article 1 paragraph 2

The Commission accepts the amendments proposed by the Pari lament to
Article 1 paragraph 2 of the original proposal since they render the
definition of rental more precise without changing the substance or the main
purpose of the Directive. In the view of the Commission this Is true In
particular for the first amendment which replaces the term "for profit
making purposes" by the formulation "for direct or Indirect economic
advantage". This sentence which has been added to paragraph 2 Is of a
clarifying character. too. Whl le already the original proposal Intended to
cover the frequent exploitation In the form of rental to the "last user". It
Is now expl lcltly stated that rental for the purpose of pub! lc performance
remains outside the scope of the Directive. This concerns In particular the
rental of fl lm copies to cinemas or the rental of sheet music for the
purpose of performance of music. The language ("pub! lc performance") has
been adapted to the French version which Is correct In substance.

Article 1 paragraph 3
The Pari lament's proposal for Article 1 paragraph 3 also Includes two
amendments : the new second sentence contains the same precision for the
definitions of lending for the purpose of publ lc performance as Is provided
for rental. The Commission accepts this amendment with reference to the
comments on Article 1 paragraph 2. Due to the second amendment. the deletion
of the word "direct" In the first part of the paragraph. the scope of
lending has been I lmlted In favour of rental. Thus. activities In particular
of those Institutions which act towards users I Ike publ lc I lbrarles but
which pursue Indirect profit making purposes. are considered to be rental
rather than lending. The Commission accepts this amendment since It draws an
even clearer distinction between rental and lending.
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Article 1 paragraph 4
The Commission has accepted the Pari lament's drafting amendment on Article
paragraph 4, as It constitutes n6 change In substance. Like the original
text, the new formulation Is Intended to state that the exclusive rental
right and the lending right as referred to In Article 1 paragraph 1, are not
affected by any sale or other act of distribution of originals or copies of
works or other subject matter, and remain val ld.

Article 2 paragraph 2

The Commission has accepted the proposal of the European Pari lament that at
least the principal director of a cinematographic work shall be considered
to be Its author. At least In the context of this Directive, It Is thereby
guaranteed that these creative persons obtain legal protection as authors
throughout the Community and no longer suffer disadvantages In some Member
States due to a lack of protection. Without prejudice to a possible overal I
harmonisation of authorship of cinematographic works, It seems therefore
useful to Include the provision the Pari lament has proposed. The formulation
of this paragraph has been adjusted In order to state even more clearly the
purpose of the provision and to clarify that Its appl lcatlon Is I lmlted to
the scope of this Directive and that It only Is a minimum harmonlsatlbn.

Article 2 paragraph 4
The proposal for

amend~ent

of Article 2 paragraph 4 which has been accepted

by the Commission does not change the substance, but only takes Into account
that the Directive on the legal protection of computer programs was In the
meantime adopted by the Councl I.
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Article 2 paragraph 5
The original proposal of the Commission did not contain any specific
provisions on the relations between performing artists and producers of
cinematographic works, but rather left It to Member States whether and If so
how to deal with this relation. The Commission now follows the opinion of
the European Pari lament pursuant to the request of the film Industry to deal
with this relation with respect to the exclusive rental and lending

right

In the framework of this Directive on Community level. This means a major
facl 1 ltatlon of the exploitation of fl lms for fl lm producers throughout the
Community on equal terms. In order to compensate the performing artist for
this potential weakening of his legal position with a minimum protection,
the presumption of assignment Is rebuttable and subject to a written
contract as well as to the economic participation under Article 3. The
amended proposal extends the scope of this provision, as compared with the
wording proposed by the Parliament, for the benefit of producers beyond work
contracts to alI contracts, and Includes some minor modifications to the
formulation In order to safeguard the coherence with the other provisions of
this Directive.

Article 3
The Parliament's proposed amendment to the first sentence has been accepted
by the Commission to the extent that It constitutes a more precise
formulation of the original proposal. The other proposals of the Parliament
have been accepted subject to modifications which appear necessary for the
sake of clarity.
The amended proposal adopts the Idea of the Parliament to further specify In
an additional second sentence the part of the revenues which are the object
of the right under Article 3, but presents this Idea In a sl lghtly modified
and, In the view of the Commission, even more precise formulation as
compared with the Parliament's proposal. According to this formulation, the
importance of the contribution of the rlghtholders concerned to the sound
recording, visual recording or visual and sound recording has to be taken
into account for the distribution of the revenues. In conformity

with Its

original proposal and pursuant to the proposal of the. Pari iarnent, the
Commission presumes that the creative and artistic contrlbut ions of authors
and performing artists are of major importance for the exploitation of the
work, as for Instance, they influence the decision of the consumer to rent a
particular film.
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The amended proposal has adopted the Opinion of the European Parliament on
the second part of the third sentence, but has chosen a clearer formulation
. In accordance with the Intended meaning. Accordingly, the right of authors
and performl~g artists to obtain a share may be entrusted to col l~ctl~g
societies, representing the professional categories concerned, as they
appear to be particularly qual If led for this task. The terminology
("entrusted") has been adapted to the French version which Is correct In
substance.

Art lcle 4
No amendments were proposed by the European Pari lament.

Article 4 bls
Article 4 bls adds aspe~ts of moral rights to the economic aspects of·the
rental and lending right. The provision which the Commlssl'on has
Incorporated Into Its amended proposal from the Pari lament contains a
partial aspect of moral

~lght.

Most Member States already piovlde for a

comprehensive protection of moral

right~;

It therefore seems useful to

harmonize at least In respect of rental and lending, without preventing
Member States from enacting more far-reaching moral rights In their national
laws.

Article 5
No amendments were proposed by the European Parliament.
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Artlcl@ 6

The Commission has f9l lowed the proposal of the Pari lament to provide, with
reference to the new Article 2 paragraph 5, a rebuttable presumption of
assignment also for the right of reproduction, In the sense that the
performing artist Is presumed to have assigned his exclusive right In the
written contract to the film producer. This presumption of assignment Is
rebuttable by contractual provisions to the contrary, and Is subject to the
economic participation under Article 3 which appl les here In Its substance.
This presumption of assignment accommodates the Interest of film producers
In a facilitation of the exploitation of films also with respect to the
reproduction right, without neglecting a certain minimum protection for
performing artists.
Article 6 bls
With minor modifications In the formulation, the amended proposal adopts the
proposition of the Pari lament to add the basic

rlgh~s

of broadcasting and of

communication to the public for certain holders of neighbouring rights to
Chapter II of the Directive. Whereas, pursuant to chapter 2 of the Green
Paper on Copyright, the original proposal was I lmlted to forms of piracy In
connection with material exploitation, the Commission now follows the
Opinion of the Pari lament and widens the scope of the Directive to the area
of piracy connected with

non~materlal

exploitation, by Inserting a new

Article 6 bls. Here, the amended proposal follows to a large extent the
minimum provisions of the Rome Convention of 1961, In order to achieve, for
the time being, an equal minimum protection In the Community. It Is up to
the Member States, to maintain or Introduce a more far-reaching protection.

Article 6 b!s paragraph
As a minimum provision, paragraph 1 of the newry added Article 6 bls
provides for an exclusive right to broadcast and an exclusive right of
communication to the publ lc for performing artists In respect of their I lve
performances.
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Article 6 bls paragraph 2
Paragraph 2 provides for a remuneration fo~ performing artists a~d
producers of phonograms, If a phonogram published
for ·'commercia)
.
,.
. purp~ses
'

·'

.

was used for broadcasting or for communication to. the pub!
!c. . This
provision
.
.....
'•

has been Implemented In principle by most

Memb~r

States In their law; It Is

a minimum provision.

Article 6 bls paragraph 3
Paragraph 3, modelled on Article 13 (a) and (d) of the Rome Convention;
provides for an exclusive right of rebroadcasting for broadcasting
organisations and, correcting a draft~~g mi~take In the Par! la~e~t·~ ·
proposal, for an exclusive right of communication to the pub! lc of
television broadcasts under the conditions already mentioned In the Rome
Convention.

Article 6 bls paragraph 4
Paragraph 4 states clearly that the provisions of .Article 6 b!s may only be
appl led without prejudice to the spec! fica! !y relevant provisions of the
Directive on cable and sate! I lte broadcasting (Proposal for a Councl I
Directive COM (91) 276 final - SYN 358) which has not yet been adopted by
the Councl I. Therefore, these provisions of the cable and sate! 1 !te
Directive preval I over those of Article 6 bls, If they are In contradiction.
For the time being, the cable and sate! I !te Directive provides as a minimum
protection performing artists with an exclusive right of communication to
the pub! lc by sate! I lte In respect of their I lve performances, performing
artists and/or producers of phonograms with a remuneration for the
communication to the pub! lc of a ·phonogram pub! lshed for commercial
purposes, and broadcasting organisations with the exclusive right of
simultaneous rebroadcasting by sate! I lte. Article 6 bls provides for a more
far-reaching protection, as It contains In particular the right to
broadcast, without limiting It to the broadcasting by satellite, and In
addition the remuneration for broadcasting for performing artists and
producers of phonograms as we! I as the right of communlcat ion to the pub! lc.
Since the cable and sate! I lte Directive only constitutes a minimum
protection, Article 6 bls In this respect does not create any contradiction.
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Article 7
In Its amended proposal, the Commission adopts the proposal of the
Par! lament to apply the presumption of assignment under Article 2
paragraph 5 to the distribution right also. Thus, alsQ In respect of the
distribution right, the performing artist Is presumed to have assigned his
exclusive right to the fl lm producer In their written contract. Here, the
same considerations apply as for the appl !cation of the presumption to the
reproduction right (Article 6).
Article 8
No amendments were proposed by the European Par! lament.

Article 9
No amendments were proposed by the European Par! lament.

'
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Article 10
No amendments were proposed by the European Pari lament.

Article 11 paragraph 1
The amendment n· 36 proposed by the Pari lament for Article .11 paragraph
(original Jy.the only paragraph of Article 11) Intended to render the
drafting more concise. It cannot be accepted by the Commission. because It
would rather give rise to misunderstandings without adding anything In
substance. Instead. the amended

propo~al

.Includes a supplement to Article 11

paragraph 1. due to the Inclusion of the new paragraph 2. which now more
clearly defines both paragraphs of Article 11 In their relation to each
other.

Article 11 paragraph 2
According to the original proposal. the Directive appl led without exception
to alI subject matter covered therein. which was stl I I protected on
1 January 1993. Since some considered this provision to go too far In Its
effects. the Commission now follows the proposal made by the Pari iament. to.
grant a transitional period of three years In order to enable contracting
parties to adjust their contracts to the new legal situation within this
period. At the latest three years after the entry Into force of the
Directive. the provisions of the Directive would then have to be observed
without exception. The Commission considers It useful to complement this
transitional period by a provision which states some kind of good faith
protection for the continued use of such objects for rental or lending which
had already previously been acquired or made aval fable. The last sentence of
paragraph 2 takes account of this particular situation.
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Article 11 bls
Pursuant to the Opinion of the Pari lament, Article 11 bls Includes a new
provision which corresponds to a generally recognized principle and Is
already Included In Its substance In Article 1 of the Rome Convention for
the protection of performers, producers of phonograms and broadcasting
organisations. Since most Member States already adhere to this convention or
are In the process of adJusting their legislation to this convention, the
Inclusion of Article 11 bls only serves to clarify that this principle Is
also val ld In the context of this Directive. The provision Is of a general
character and appl les to the whole Directive. It Is therefore not placed In
the first chapter as proposed by the Pari lament, but In Chapter IV (Common
Provisions).

Article 12
No amendments were proposed by the European Pari lament.

Article 13
No amendments were proposed by the European Pari lament.
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AMENDED PROPOSAL

ORIGINAL PROPOSAL

PROPOSAL FOR A COUNCIL DIRECTIVE

PROPOSAL FOR A COUNCIL DIRECTIVE

ON RENTAL RIGHT. LENDIN~ RIGHT. AND
ON CERTAIN RIGHTS RELATED TO
COPYRIGHT

ON RENTAL RIGHT AND LENDING RIGHT
AND ON CERTAIN RIGHTS RELATED TO
COPYRIGHT IN THE FIELD OF
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN
COMMUNITIES,

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN

•

Having regard to the Treaty
establ lshlng the European Economic

COMMUNITIES,
unchanged

Community and In particular Articles
57 (2), 66 and 100A thereof,
Having regard to the proposal from

unchanged

the Commission,
In co-operation with the European
Par I Iament,

unchanged

Having regard to the opinion of the

unchanged

Economic and Social Committee,
Whereas differences exist In the
legal protection provided by the
laws and practices of the Member
States for copyright works and
subject matter of related rights
protection as regards rental and
lending, and such differences are
sources of barriers to trade and
distortions of competition which
Impede the proper functioning of the
Internal market;

unchanged

- 1S AMENDED PROPOSAL

ORIGINAL PROPOSAL
Whereas such differences In legal

unchanged

protection could wei I become greater
as Member States adopt new and
different legislation or as national
Jurisprudence Interpreting such
legislation develops differently;
Whereas such differences should

Whereas such differences should

therefore be eliminated by 31

therefore be eliminated by 31

December 1992 In accordance with the

December 1992 In accordance with the

obJective of Introducing an area

objective of Introducing an area

without Internal frontiers as set out

without Internal frontiers as set

In Article SA of the Treaty;

out In Article SA of the Treaty so
as to establIsh. pursuant to Article
3(f) of the EEC Treaty.-a system
ensuring that competition In the
common market Is not distorted;

Whereas rental and lending of

unchanged

copyright works and the subJect
matter of related rights protection
Is playing an lncreaslnQIY Important
role In particular for creators.
artists and a broad range of
Industries. and piracy Is becoming an
Increasing threat;
Whereas the adequate protection of
copyright works and subject matter of

Whereas the adequate protection of

related rights protection by rental

of related rights protection by

and lending rights as wei I as the

rental and lending rights as wei I as

protection of the subject matter of

the protection of the subject matter

related rights protection by the
fixation right. reproduction right
and distribution right can

~f

accordingly be considered as being of

broadcast and communication to the

fundamental Importance for the

publ lc can accordingly be considered

Community's Industrial and cultural

as being of fundamental Importance

development;

for the Community's Industrial and

copyright works and subject matter

related rights protection by the
fixation right. reproduction right.
distribution right. right to

cultural development;
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ORIGINAL PROPOSAL
Whereas copyright and related rights
protection must adapt to new economic

AMENDED PROPOSAL
unchanged

developments such as new forms of
exploitation;
Whereas the creative and artistic
work of authors and performing
artists necessitates an adequate
Income as a basis for further
creative and artistic work, and the
Investments required particularly for

Whereas the creative and artistic
work of authors and performing

the production of phonograms and

for the production of phonograms and

fl lms are especial IY high and risky
and the posslbl I lty for securing that
Income and recouping that Investment

fl lms are especial lj high and risky
and the posslbl I lty for securing

artists necessitates an adequate
Income as a basis for further
creative and artistic work, and the
Investments required particularly

can only effectively be guaranteed

that Income and recouping that
Investment can only effectively be

through adequate legal protection;

guaranteed through adequate legal
protection of the first rlghtholders
concerned;

Whereas without effective and
harmonized protection throughout the
Member States, such creative and

unchanged

artistic work as wei I as such
Investment might decrease or never be
made;
Whereas these creattve, artistic and
entrepreneurial activities are, to a
large extent, activities of selfemployed persons, and the pursuit of
such activities must be made easter
by providing a uniform legal
protection within the Community;

unchanged
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ORIGINAL PROPOSAL

AMENDED PROPOSAL

Whereas, to the extent that these

Whereas, to the extent that these

activities constitute services, their

activities principally constitute

provision must equally be facll ltated

services, their provision must

by the establ lshment In the Community

equal Jy be facl I ltated by the

of a uniform legal framework;

establ lshment In the Community of a
uniform legal framework;

Whereas protection by rental and

unchanged

lending rights and prot~ctlon In the
field of right~ rel~ted to copyright
by existing leQIS!@tlon,
administrative practice, and court
jurisprudence does not exist at alI
In some Member States and, where It
exists, Is not the same or has
different characteristics;
Whereas the uncoordinated development

unchanged

In the community of legal protection
In these fields In the Member States
could result In the creation of new
disincentives to trade to the
detriment of further Industrial and
cultural development and of the
completion of the Internal market;
Whereas existing differences having
such effects need to be removed and
new ones having a negative Impact on
the functioning of the common market
and the development of trade In
cultural goods and services need to
be prevented from arising;

unchanged
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AMENDED PROPOSAL

ORIGINAL PROPOSAL
Whereas the legislation of the Member

unchanged

States should be harmonized In such a
way so as not to confl let with the
existing International conventions on
which many Member States' copyright
and related rights laws are based;
Whereas the Community's legal
framework on the rental and lending

Whereas the Communlti's legal

right and on certain rights related
to copyrIght can be I ImI ted to

.right and on certain rights related
to copyright can be I lmlted to

establ lshlng that Member States

establ lshlng that Member States

provide rights with respect to rental

provide rights with respect to

and lending for certain groups of

rental and lending for certain

right owners and further to

groups of right owners and further

establ lsh~ng the exclusive rights of
fixation, reproduction and
distribution for certain groups of

to establ lshlng the exclusive rights
of fixation, reproduction,
distribution, broadcasting and

rl~ht

owners In the field of

rights protection;

r~lated

framework on the rental and lending

communication to the publ lc

for

certain groups of right owners In
the field of related rights
protection;
Whereas Member States may provide
for more far-reaching protection for
authors and owners of rights related
to copyright than that required by
Article 6 bls of this Directive;
Whereas It Is necessary for Member
States to define clearly the groups
of rlghtholders covered by this
Directive;
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ORIGINAL PROPOSAL
Whereas the harmonized rental and
lending rights and the harmonized

AMENDED PROPOSAL
unchanged

protection In the field of rights
related to copyright should not be
exercised In a way which constitutes
a disguised restriction on trade
between Member States;

Whereas the harmonized legal
protection resulting from the
Implementation of the provisions of
this Directive may create a new
sltutatlon In regard to Member
States' relations with certain third
countries; whereas therefore It wl 11
be necessary to step up negotiations
and consultations with such third
countries. In particular within the
relevant International
organizations. with a view to
securing at least reciprocal legal
protection;
HAS ADOPTED THIS DIRECTIVE:

HAS ADOPTED THIS DIRECTIVE:
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AMENDED PROPOSAL

ORIGINAL PROPOSAL

CHAPTER I RENTAL AND LENDING RIGHT

Article 1

(1)

Object of Harmonization

In accordance with the provisions

CHAPTER I

RENTAL AND LENDING RIGHT

Artlcle·1 ·Object of Harmonization

(1)

unchanged

of this Chapter, Member States
sha II provide a right to
authorize or prohibit the rental
and lending of Drlglnals and
copies of copyright works, and
other subject matter as set out
In Article 2 (1).
(2) For; the purposes of this

(2) For the purposes of this

Directive, "rental" means making

Directive , "rental" means making

available for use, for a limited

aval lable for use, for a I lmlted

period of time and for profit-

period of

making purposes, Without

Indirect economic advantage,

prejudice to paragraph 3.

without. prejudice to paragraph 3.

~lme

and for direct or

"Rental".wlthln the meaning_ of
this paragraph does not cover
making aval lable for the purpose
of pub I lc performance.
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(3) For the purposes of this

Directive, "lending" means making

Directive, "lending" means

aval fable for use, for a I lmlted

aval fable for use, for a 1 lmlted

period of time, and not for
direct profit-making purposes, If

period of time, and not for
profit-making purposes, if It Is

It Is made through Institutions
which are accessible to the

made through Institutions which
are accessible to the publ lc,

publ lc, such as publ lc libraries,

such as publ lc I lbrarles,

research I lbrarles, special lzed
llbrar les, school llbrar les,

research I lbrarles, special lzed
llbrar las, school llbrar les,

church I lbrarles, col lectlons of
new media or of works of visual

church I lbrarles, col lectlons of

art, I lbrarles organized or
sponsored by publ lc or private

art and other col factions of
subject matter as set out In

companies, and other col lectlons
of subject matter as set out In
Article 2 (1).

Article 2 (1). "L~ndlng" within
the meaning of this paragraph
does not cover making aval fable
for the purpose of publ lc
performance.

(4) The rights referred to In

~aklng

new media or of works of visual

(4) The rights referred to In

paragraph 1 shal I not be affected

paragraph 1 shal I not be

by any sale, or other act of
distribution, of originals and

exhausted by any sale, or other
act of distribution, of originals

copies of works and other subject
matter, as set out In Article 2

and copies of works and other
subject matter, as set out In
Article 2(1).

( 1).
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Article 2

First Owner and Subject
Matter of Rental and
Lending Right.

(1) The right to authorize or

AMENDED PROPOSAL
Article 2

First Owner and Subject
Matter of Rental and
LendIng RIght.

(1) unchanged

prohibit the rental and lending
sha II be long
- to the author In respect of the
original and copies of his work,
-to the performing artist In
respect of fixations of his
performance,
- to the phonogram producer In
respect of his phonograms, and
-to the producer of the first
fixations of cinematographic
works and moving Images In
respect of his visual recordings,
and visual and sound recordings.
(2) For the purposes of this
Directive the principal director
of a cinematographic worl< shal I
be Its author. Member States may
provide for others to be Its coauthors.
(2) A rental and lending right does

(3) A rental and lending right does

not arise In relation to

not arise in relation to

bul ldlngs and to works of
applied art.

bu I IdIngs and to works of app 1 Ied
art.
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(3) The provisions of this Directive
shal 1 be without prejudice to any
provisions of Councl I Directive

AMENDED PROPOSAL
(4) The provisions of this Directive
shal 1 be without prejudice to
Article 4 c) of Councl I Directive

(EEC)N" ... of ... on the Legal

91/250/EEC of 14 May 1991 on the

Protection of Computer

legal protection of computer

Programs<1>.

programs<1>.
(5) Any contract concerning fl lm
production between a performing
artist and a producer of a fl lm,
as set out In paragraph 1
4th Indent, must be concluded In
writing. When the performing
artist signs a contract
concerning fl lm production with
the fl lm producer as set out In
paragraph 1, he shal I be
presumed, subject to contractual
provisions to the contrary, to
have assigned his rental and
lending right, subject to the
provisions of Article 3.

Article 3

Authorization of Rental
and Lending

Article 3

Authorization of Rental
and Lending

If the rlghtholders authorize to a

If the rlghtholders set out In

third party against payment the

Article 2 (1) authorize to a third

rental or lending of a sound

party against payment the rental or

recording,

lending of a sound recording, visual

visual recording or

visual and sound recording, then each

recording or visual and sound

of the rlghtholders set out In

recording, then each of the said

Article 2 (1) shal I retain the right

rlghtholders shal I retain the right

(1)

(1) OJ No. L 122, 17.5.1991, P. 42

..•

'
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to obtain an adequate part of the
said payment, notwithstanding any

to obtain an adequate part of the
said payment, notwithstanding any

assignment of the rental or lending
right or granting of I lcences. This
right to obtain an adequate part of

assignment of the rental or lending
right or granting of I lcenses. This
part shal I be adequately proportional

the payment cannot be waived, but Its
administration may be assigned:

to the Importance of the contribution
of the rlghtholders concerned to the
sound recording, visual recording or
visual and sound recording. This
right to obtain an adequate part of
the payment cannot be waived, but Its
administration may, for authors and
performing artists. be entrusted to
col lectlng societies representing the
professional categories concerned.

Article 4

Derogation from exclusive

Article 4

lending right
Member States may, for cultural or
other reasons, derogate from the
copyright based exclusive lending
right referred to In Article 1 (1)
for one or several categories of
obJects, provided that
at least authors obtain an
equitable remuneration through
administering bodies for such
. lending; and
such derogation measures comply
with Community law, In particular
Article 7 of the EEC Treaty.

Derogation from exclusive
lending right

unchanged
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Article 4 bls

Moral Rights

No changes, cuts or additions may be
made to a work by the person making
It aval lable for rental, the renter,
the lender or the borrower without
specific authorization of the author.

PROTECTION IN THE FIELD
CHAPTER II
OF RIGHTS RELATED TO COPYRIGHT
Article 5

Fixation Right

Member States shal I provide for

CHAPTER II PROTECTION IN THE FIELD
OF RIGHTS RELATED TO COPYRIGHT
Article 5

Fixation Right

unchanged

performing artists the right to
authorize or prohibit the fixation of
their performances. Likewise, they
shal 1 provide for broadcasting
organizations the. right to authorize
or prohibit the fixation of their
broadcasts.
Article 6

Reproduction Right

Member States shal I provide the right
to authorize or prohibit the direct
or Indirect reproduction

Article 6
(1)

Reproduction Right

unchanged
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for performing artists. of
fixations of their
performances~

for phonogram producers. of
their phonograms.
for producers of the first
fixations ·of cinematographic
works or moving .Images. of
their vlsu~l recordings. and
visual and sound recordings.
for broadcasting
organizations. of fixations
of their broadcasts.
(2) When the performing artist signs
a contract as set out In Article
2 paragraph 5. he shal I be
presumed. subject to contractual
provisions to the contrary. to
have assigned his reproduction
right. subject to the provisions
of Article 3 which apply mutatis
mutandis.
Article 6 bls: Broadcasting and
Communication to the
Public
(1) Member States shal I provide for
performing artists the right to
authorize or prohibit the
wireless broadcasting and the
communication to the publ lc of
their performance. unless the
performance Is

ft~elf

already a

broadcast performance or Is made
from a fixation.
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(2) Member States shal I provide

the

right to be paid a single
equitable remuneration to both
, performing

artists and phonogram

producers by the user, If a
phonogram publ lshed for
commercial purposes, or a
reproduction of such phonogram Is
used for wireless broadcasting,
or for any communication to the
publ lc. In the absence of
agreement between the performing
artists and the phonogram
producers, Member States may fix
the conditions determining how
the payment Is to be shared
between them.
(3) Member States shal I provide for
broadcasting organisations the
right to authorize or prohibit
the wireless rebroadcasting of
their broadcasts and the
communication to the pub I lc of
their television broadcasts If
such communication Is made In
places accessible to the pub I lc
against payment of an entrance
fee.
(4) The provisions of this Article
shal I be without prejudice to
those provisions of Councl I
Directive ... /EEC on the
coordination of certain rules on
copyright and related rights
appl lcable to sate! I lte
broadcasting and retransmission
by cable which provide for
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performing artists and producers
of phonograms the right of
communication to the publ lc by
satel I lte, and for broadcasting
organisations the right of
simultaneous retransmission of
their broadcasts by satel I lte.

Article 7

Distribution Right

(1) Member States shal I provide
for performing artists In
respect of fixations of their
performances,
for phonogram producers In
respect of their phonograms,
for producers of the first

Article 7

Distribution Right

(1) Member States shal I provide
for performing artists In
respect of fixations of their
performances,
for phonogram producers In
respect of their phonograms,
for producers of the first

fixations of cinematographic
works and moving Images In
respect of their visual
recordings, and.vlsual and.
sound recordings,

fixations of cinematographic
works and moving Images In
respect of their visual
recordIngs, ·and vI sua I and

for broadcasting
organizations In respect of

for broadcasting
organizations In respect of
fixations of their
broadcasts,

fixations of their
broadcasts,

sound recordings,

the exclusive right to make

the exclusive right to make

available, for an unlimited
period of time, their respective

available, for an unlimited
period of time, their respective

subject matter to the pub I lc by

subject matter to the pub I lc by

sale. or otherwise, without

sale or otherwise, without

prejudice to paragraph 2.

prejudice to paragraph 3.
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(2) When the performing artist signs
a contract as set out In Article
2 paragraph 5, he shal I be
presumed, subject to contractuat
provisions to the contrary, to
have assigned his distribution
right, subject to the provisions
of Article 3 which apply mutatis
mutandis.

(2) If a subject matter referred to

(3) unchanged

In paragraph 1 has been put Into
circulation within the Community
by the right owner or with his
consent, then Its Import Into
another Member State may not be
prohibited by virtue of the right
referred to In paragraph 1.
Article 8

Limitations to Rights

(1) Member States may provide
1 Imitations

to the rights

refer red to In Chapter I I In
respect of:
(a) private use;
(b) use of short excerpts In
connection WIth the reporting
of current events;
(c) ephemeral fixation by a
broadcasting organization by
means of Its own facl I I ties
and for Its own broadcasts;
(d) use solely for the purposes
of teaching or academic
research.

Article 8

Limitations to Rights

(1) unchanged
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(2) Irrespective of paragraph 1, any
Member State may provide the same

(2) unchanged

kinds of I Imitations with regard
to the protection of performers,
producers of phonograms,
broadcasting organizations and of
producers of the first fixations
of cinematographic works and
moving Images, as It provides In
connection with the protection of
copyright In I lterary and
artistic works. However,
compulsory I lcences may be
provided only to the extent that
they are compatible with the Rome
Convention (International
Convention for the Protection of
Performers, Producers of
Phonograms and Broadcasting
Organizations).

(3) Paragraph 1 a) shal

1

be without

(3) unchanged

prejudice to any existing or
future legislation on
remuneration for reproduction for
private use.
I
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CHAPTER Ill

DURATION

CHAPTER Ill DURATION

Article 9
Rights

Duration of Authors•

Article 9
Rights

Untl 1 further harmonization, the
authors' rights referred to In this
Directive shal I not expire before the

Duration of Authors•

unchanged

end of the term prqvJged by the Berne
Convention for

th~ Prgt~gtlon

Literary and Artl§t!q
~hal!

b~

wlthQUt

Wqr-~s;

of
this

pr~J~9!~e.

to the
p~rt!e~!~r !~rm§ gf pr9tect1on of
authors· r!~ht~ nqt e.~PI lcltly dealt
with by that Convention.
Article 10 Duration of Related Rights

Article 10 Duration of Related Rights

Untl I further ~~rmgnlzatlon, the
rights referred to In this Dlreptlve
of performing artists, phonogram

unchanged

producers and broadcasting
organizations shal I not expire before
the end of the respective terms
provided by the Rome Convention. This
shal I apply mutatis mutandis to the
rights referred to In this Directive,
of producers of the first fixations
of cinematographic works and moving
Images.
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CHAPTER IV

COMMON PROVISIONS

CHAPTER IV

COMMON PROVISIONS

Article 11

Application In Time

Article 11

Application In Time

The provisions of this Directive

(1) The provisions of this Directive

shal I apply also In respect of alI

shal I apply In respect of alI

copyright works, performances,

copyright works, performances,

phonograms, broadcasts and first

phonograms, broadcasts and first

fixations of

fixations of

cinematographic works

cinematographic

and moving Images referred to In this

works and moving Images referred

Directive which are, on 1 January

to In this Directive which are,

1993,

on 1 January 1993,

stl I I protected by the

stl I I

national legislation In the field of

protectable by the national

authors' rights and related rights.

legislation or this Directive In
the field of authors' rights and
related rights.
(2) Contractual rights and
obi lgatlons arising from
legislation applying prior to the
date laid down In Article 12
shal I not be affected by this
Directive for a period of three
(3) years from Its entry Into
force. AI I parties concerned
shal I, however, within a period
of three (3) years

fro~

the entry

Into force of this Directive,
review the terms of their
contracts with a view to bringing
them Into I lne with the
provisions of .this Directive.
Member States In which no
exclusive right within the
meaning of Article 1 paragraph
existed before 1 January 1993
shal I provide that the
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rlghtholders are deemed to have
given their authorization to the
rental or lending of an object
set out In Article 2 paragraph 1,
which Is proven to have been made
aval !able to third parties for
this purpose or to have been
acquired before 1 January 1993.

Article 11 bls Relation between
Copyright and Related
Rights
Protection of copyright related
rights under this Directive shal I
leave Intact and shal I In no way
affect the protection of copyright as
such.
Article 12

Final provisions

Member States shal I bring Into force
the laws, regulations and
administrative prov.lslons necessary
to comply with this

Directive not

later than 1 January 1993.
Member States shal I forthwith Inform
the Commission thereof and
communicate to the Commission the
provisions of national law which they
adopt In the field covered by this
Directive.

Article 12
unchanged

Final provisions
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When Member States adopt these
pr6vlslons, these shal I contain a
reference to this Directive or shal 1
be·accompanled by such reference at
the time of their official
publ lcatlon. The procedure for such
reference shal I be adopted by Member
States.
Art tete 13

Article 13

This Directive Is addressed to the

unchanged

Member States.

Done at

Bruss~ls,

For the Counc I I
The President
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